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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the optimal disturbance rejection problem for (possibly inﬁnite
dimensional) linear time-varying (LTV) systems using a framework based on operator algebras
of classes of bounded linear operators. After reducing the problem to a shortest distance
minimization in a space of bounded linear operators, duality theory is applied to show existence
of optimal solutions, which satisfy a “time-varying” allpass or ﬂatness condition. Under mild
assupmtions the optimal TV controller is shown to be essentially unique. With the use of M-
ideals of operators, it is shown that the computation of time-varying (TV) controllers reduces
to a search over compact TV Youla parameters. This involves the norm of a TV compact
Hankel operator deﬁned on the space of causal trace-class 2 operators and its maximal vectors.
Moreover, an operator identity to compute the optimal TV Youla parameter is provided. These
results are generalized to the mixed sensitivity problem for TV systems as well, where it is
shown that the optimum is equal to the operator induced of a TV mixed Hankel-Toeplitz
operator generalizing analogous results known to hold in the LTI case. The ﬁnal outcome
of the approach developed here is that it leads to two tractable ﬁnite dimensional convex
optimizations producing estimates to the optimum within desired tolerances, and a method to
compute optimal time-varying controllers.
¤S.M. Djouadi is with the Electrical & Computer Engineering Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
TN 37996-2100. djouadi@ece.utk.edu
1Deﬁnitions and Notation
² B(E;F) denotes the space of bounded linear operators from a Banach space E to a Banach
space F, endowed with the operator norm
kAk := sup
x2E; kxk·1
kAxk; A 2 B(E;F)
² `2 denotes the usual Hilbert space of square summable sequences with the standard norm
kxk
2
2 :=
1 X
j=0
jxjj
2; x :=
¡
x0;x1;x2;¢¢¢
¢
2 `
2
² Pk the usual truncation operator for some integer k, which sets all outputs after time k to
zero.
² An operator A 2 B(E;F) is said to be causal if it satisﬁes the operator equation:
PkAPk = PkA; 8k positive integers
and stricly causal if it satisﬁes
Pk+1APk = Pk+1A;; 8k positive integers (1)
The subscript “c” denotes the restriction of a subspace of operators to its intersection with causal
(see [30, 10] for the deﬁnition) operators. “­” denotes for the tensor product. “?” stands for the
adjoint of an operator or the dual space of a Banach space depending on the context [6, 9].
1 Introduction
There have been numerous attempts in the literature to generalize ideas about H1 control the-
ory [40, 42] to time-varying (TV) systems (for e.g. [11, 12, 10, 33, 32, 35, 36, 31] and references
therein). In [11, 12] and more recently [10] the authors studied the optimal weighted sensitivity
minimization problem, the two-block problem, and the model-matching problem for LTV systems
2using inner-outer factorization for positive operators. They obtained abstract solutions involving
the computation of norms of certain operators, which is quit diﬃcult since these are inﬁnite dimen-
sional problems. Moreover, no indication on how to compute optimal linear time-varying (LTV)
controllers is provided. The operator theoretic methods in [11, 12, 10] are diﬃcult to implement
and do not provide algorithms which even compute approximately TV controllers. In [36] the au-
thors rely on state space techniques which lead to algorithms based on inﬁnite dimensional operator
inequalities. These methods may lead to suboptimal controllers but are diﬃcult to solve and are
restricted to ﬁnite dimensional systems. Moreover, they do not allow the degree of suboptimality
to be estimated. An extension of these results to uncertain systems is reported in [37] albeit relying
on uniform stability concepts.
In [8] both the sensitivity minimization problem in the presence of plant uncertainty, and robust
stability for LTV systems in the `1 induced norm is considered. However, their methods could not
be extended to the case of systems operating on ﬁnite energy signals.
We believe that it is important to point to the fact that the lack of calculation of the degree of
suboptimality in these methods, can result in arbitrary poor overall close loop performance. This
fact is explored in [17], where the authors, although in the LTI case, studied a ”two-arc” counter
example that shows that in the limit suboptimal controllers can lead to arbitrary poor performance
in the presence of plant uncertainty. It seems that this counter example has not yet received enough
attention in the control community.
Analysis of time-varying control strategies for optimal disturbance rejection for known time-invariant
plants has been studied in [15, 2]. A robust version of these problems was considered in [14, 7] in
diﬀerent induced norm topologies. All these references showed that for time-invariant nominal
plants and weighting functions, time-varying control laws oﬀer no advantage over time-invariant
ones.
In this paper, we are interested in optimal disturbance rejection for (possibly inﬁnite-dimensional,
i.e., systems with an inﬁnite number of states) LTV systems. These systems have been used as mod-
els in computational linear algebra and in a variety of computational and communication networks
[16]. This allows variable number of states which is predominant in networks which can switch on
3or oﬀ certain parts of the system [16], and inﬁnite number of states as in distributed parameter
systems.
Using inner-outer factorizations as deﬁned in [3, 10] with respect of the nest algebra of lower tri-
angular (causal) bounded linear operators deﬁned on `2 we show that the problem reduces to a
distance minimization between a special operator and the nest algebra. The inner-outer factoriza-
tion used here holds under weaker assumptions than [11, 12], and in fact, as pointed in ([3] p. 180),
is diﬀerent from the factorization for positive operators used there. Duality structure and predual
formulation of the problem showing existence of optimal LTV controllers is provided. The optimum
is shown to satisfy a “TV” allpass condition in the form of a partial isometry of an operator, there-
fore, generalizing the ﬂatness or allpass condition known to hold for LTI systems for the optimal
standard H1 problem [44, 21, 22]. The optimal controller is shown to be essentially unique under
certain mild assumptions.
With the use of M-ideals of operators, it is shown that the computation of time-varying (TV)
controllers reduces to a search over compact TV Youla parameters. Furthermore, the optimum is
shown to be equal to the norm of a compact time-varying Hankel operator deﬁned on the space
of causal Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The latter is the “natural” analogous to the Hankel operator
used in the LTI case. An operator equation to compute the optimal TV Youla parameter is also
derived. The results obtained here lead to a pair of dual ﬁnite dimensional convex optimizations
which approach the real optimal disturbance rejection performance from both directions not only
producing estimates within desired tolerances, but allow the computation of optimal time-varying
controllers. The numerical computation involve solving a semi-deﬁnite programming problem, and
a search over lower triangular matrices.
The results are generalized to the mixed sensitivity problem for TV systems as well, where it is
shown that the optimum is equal to the operator induced of a TV mixed Hankel-Toeplitz operator
generalizing analogous results known to hold in the linear time-invariant (LTI) case [41, 34, 21].
Our approach is purely input-output and does not use any state space realization, therefore the
results derived here apply to inﬁnite dimensional LTV systems, i.e., TV systems with an inﬁnite
number of state variables [32]. Although the theory is developed for causal stable system, it can be
extended in a straightforward fashion to the unstable case using coprime factorization techniques
4for LTV systems discussed in [12, 10]. The framework developed here can also be applied to other
performance indexes, such as the optimal TV robust disturbance attenuation problem considered
in [17, 18, 19]. Part of the results presented here were announced in [28, 20] without proofs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the problem formulation. The
duality structure of the problem is worked out in section 3. In section 4, the optimal solution is
shown to be allpass, i.e., the optimum is a partial isometry generalizing the allpass condition that
holds for LTI systems. Section 5 shows that under mild assumptions the TV optimal Q parameter
is compact. Section 6 discusses the uniqueness of the optimal solution. In section 7, a solution
based on a TV Hankel operator is derived together with an exctremal identity for the optimum.
Section 8 presents a numerical solution based on duality theory. A Generalization to the TV mixed
sensitivity problem is carried out in section 9. Section 10 contains some conclusing remarks.
2 Problem formulation
In this paper we consider the problem of optimizing performance for causal linear time varying
systems. The standard block diagram for the optimal disturbance attenuation problem that is
considered here is represented in Fig. 1, where u represents the control inputs, y the measured
outputs, z is the controlled output, w the exogenous perturbations. P denotes a causal stable linear
time varying plant, and K denotes a time varying controller. The closed-loop transmission from w
P
K
w
u
z
y
Figure 1: Block Diagram for Disturbance Attenuation
to z is denoted by Tzw. Using the standard Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers the
5closed loop operator Tzw can be written as [10],
Tzw = T1 ¡ T2QT3 (2)
where T1, T2 and T3 are stable causal time-varying operators, that is, T1, T2 and T3 2 Bc(`2;`2).
In this paper we assume without loss of generality that P is stable, the Youla parameter Q :=
K(I+PK)¡1 is then an operator belonging to Bc(`2;`2), and is related univoquely to the controller
K [30]. Note that Q is allowed to be time-varying. If P is unstable it suﬃces to use the coprime
factorization techniques in [35, 10] which lead to similar results. The magnitude of the signals w and
z is measured in the `2-norm. Two problems are considered here optimal disturbance rejection which
corresponds to the optimal standard H1 problem in the LTI case, and the mixed sensitivity problem
for LTV systems which includes a robustness problem in the gap metric studied in [10, 32]. Note
that for the latter problem P is assumed to be unstable and we have to use coprime factorizations.
The performance index can be written in the following form
¹ := inf fkTzwk : K being robustly stabilizing linear time ¡ varying controllerg
= inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT1 ¡ T2QT3k (3)
The performance index (3) will be transformed into a distance minimization between a certain
operator and a subspace to be speciﬁed shortly. To this end, deﬁne a nest N as a family of closed
subspaces of the Hilbert space `2 containing f0g and `2 which is closed under intersection and
closed span. Let Qn := I ¡ Pn; for n = ¡1;0;1;¢¢¢, where P¡1 := 0 and P1 := I. Then Qn
is a projection, and we can associate to it the following nest N := fQn`2; n = ¡1;0;1;¢¢¢g. The
triangular or nest algebra T (N) is the set of all operators T such that TN µ N for every element
N in N. That is
T (N) = fA 2 B(`
2;`
2) : PnA(I ¡ Pn) = 0; 8 ng
= fA 2 B(`
2;`
2) : (I ¡ Qn)AQn = 0; 8 ng (4)
6Note that the Banach space Bc(`2;`2) is identical to the nest algebra T (N). For N belonging to
the nest N, N has the form Qn`2 for some n. Deﬁne
N
¡ =
_
fN
0 2 N : N
0 < Ng (5)
N
+ =
^
fN
0 2 N : N
0 > Ng (6)
where N0 < N means N0 ½ N, and N0 > N means N0 ¾ N. The subspaces N ª N¡ are called the
atoms of N. Since in our case the atoms of N span `2, then N is said to be atomic [3].
By analogy with the standard H1 theory [21, 22], and following [1, 3, 10] we introduce inner-outer
factorizations for the operators in T (N) as follows:
An operator A in T (N) is called outer if the range projection P(RA), RA being the range of A
and P the orthogonal projection onto RA, commutes with N and AN is dense in N \RA for every
N 2 N. A partial isometry U is called inner in T (N) if U?U commutes with N [1, 3, 10]. In our
case, A 2 T (N) = Bc(`2;`2) is outer if P commutes with each Qn and AQn`2 is dense in Qn`2\A`2.
U 2 Bc(`2;`2) is inner if U is a partial isometry and U?U commutes with every Qn. Applying these
notions to the time-varying operator T2 2 Bc(`2; `2), we get T2 = T2iT2o, where T2i and T2o are
inner outer operators in Bc(`2;`2), respectively. Similarly, co-inner-co-outer factorization can be
deﬁned and the operator T3 can be factored as T3 = T3coT3ci where T3ci 2 Bc(`2;`2) is co-inner that
is T ?
3ci is inner, T3co 2 Bc(`2;`2) is co-outer, that is, T ?
3co is outer. The performance index ¹ in (3)
can then be written as
¹ = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT1 ¡ T2iT2oQT3coT3cik (7)
Following the classical H1 control theory [21, 22, 42],we assume
(A1) that T2o and T3co are invertible both in Bc(`2;`2).
Assumption (A1) can be somewhat relaxed by assuming instead that the outer operators T2o and
T3co are bounded below (see Lemma [1] p. 220).
Assumption (A1) guarantees the bijection of the map Q ¡! T2oBc(`2;`2)T3co. In the time-invariant
case this assumption means essentially that the outer factor of the plant P is invertible [22]. Under
7this assumption T2i becomes an isometry and T3ci a co-isometry in which case T ?
2iT2i = I and
T3ciT ?
3ci = I. By ”absorbing” the operators T2o and T3co into the ”free” operator Q, expression (7)
is then equivalent to
¹ = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qk (8)
Expression (8) is the distance from the operator T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci 2 B(`2;`2) to the nest algebra Bc(`2;`2).
In the next section we study the distance minimization problem (8) in the context of M-ideals and
the operator algebra setting discussed above.
3 Duality
Let X ba a Banach space and X? its dual space, i.e., the space of bounded linear functionals deﬁned
on X. For a subset J of X, the annihilator of J in X? is denoted J? and is deﬁned by [9],
J
? := fΦ 2 X
? : Φ(f) = 0; f 2 Jg (9)
Similarly, if K is a subset of X? then the preannihilator of K in X is denoted ?K, and is deﬁned by
?K := fx 2 X : Φ(x) = 0; Φ 2 Kg (10)
The existence of a preannihilator implies that the following identity holds [9]
min
y2K
kx ¡ yk = sup
k2?K; kkk·1
j < x; k > j (11)
8where < ¢; ¢ > denotes the duality product. Let us apply these results to the problem given in (8)
by putting
X = B(`
2; `
2) (12)
x = T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci 2 B(`
2; `
2) (13)
J = Bc(`
2;`
2) (14)
Introduce a class of compact operators on `2 called the trace-class or Schatten 1-class, denoted C1,
under the trace-class norm [13, 3]
kTk1 := tr(T
?T)
1
2 (15)
where tr denotes the Trace.
We identify B(`2; `2) with the dual space of C1 , C?
1, under the trace duality [13], that is, every
A in B(`2; `2) induces a continuous linear functional on C1 as follows: ΦA 2 C?
1 is deﬁned by
ΦA(T) = tr(AT), and we write
B(`
2; `
2) ' C
?
1 (16)
Every trace-class operator T in turn induces a bounded linear functional on B(`2; `2), namely
ΦT(A) = tr(AT) for all A in B(`2; `2).
To compute the preannihilator of Bc(`2; `2) deﬁne the subspace S of C1 by
S := fT 2 C1 : (I ¡ Qn)TQn+1 = 0; for all ng (17)
In the following Lemma we show that S is the preannihilator of Bc(`2; `2).
Lemma 1 The preannihilator of Bc(`2; `2) in C1, ?Bc(`2; `2), is isometrically isomorphic to S.
9Proof. By Lemma 16.2 in [3] the preannihilator of T (N) is given by ΦT 2? Bc(`2; `2) if and only
T belongs to the subspace
fT 2 C1 : P(N
¡)
?TP(N) = 0 for all N in 2 Ng
where P(N) denotes the orthogonal projection on N, likewise for P(N¡). P(N¡)? the complemen-
tary projection of P(N¡), that is, P(N¡)? = I ¡ P(N¡).
In our case N is atomic, and for any N 2 N there exists n such that N = Qn+1`2, i.e., P(N) = Qn+1.
The immediate predecessor of N, N¡, is then given by Qn`2, i.e., N¡ = Qn`2. The orthogonal com-
plement of N¡ is then `2 ª Qn`2. So P(N¡)? = I ¡ Qn. Therefore,
S = fT 2 C1 : (I ¡ Qn)TQn+1 = 0; 8 ng
is isometrically isomorphic to the preannihilator of Bc(`2; `2), and the Lemma is proved.
The existence of a predual C1 and a preannihilator S implies the following Theorem which is a
consequence of Theorem 2 in [9] (Chapter 5.8).
Theorem 1 Under assumption (A1) there exists an optimal Qo in Bc(`2;`2) achieving optimal
performance ¹ in (8), moreover the following identities hold
¹ = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qk
= kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok
= sup
T2S; kTk1·1
jtr(TT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)j (18)
Theorem 1 not only shows the existence of an optimal LTV controller, but plays an important role
in its computation by reducing the problem to a dual of ﬁnite dimensional convex optimizations.
Under a certain condition in the next section it is shown that the supremum in (18) is achieved.
Theorem 1 also leads to a solution based on a Hankel type operator, which parallel the Hankel
operator known in the H1 control theory.
104 TV Allpass Property of the Optimum
In the standard H1 theory the space B(`2;`2) corresponds to L1. The dual space of L1 is given by
the so-called Yosida-Hewitt decomposition L1 ' L1©C?, where L1 is the standard Lebesgue space
of absolutely integrable functions and C? is the annihilator of the space of continuous functions
C deﬁned on the unit circle. By analogy the dual space of B(`2; `2) is given by the space [13],
B(`2; `2)? ' C1©1K? where K? is the annihilator of K and the symbol ©1 means that if Φ 2 C1©1K?
then Φ has a unique decomposition as follows
Φ = Φo + ΦT (19)
kΦk = kΦok + kΦTk (20)
where Φo 2 K?, and ΦT is induced by the operator T 2 C1. Banach space duality states that [9]
inf
y2J
kx ¡ yk = max
Φ2J?; kΦk·1
jΦ(x)j (21)
In our case J = Bc(`2; `2). Since B(`2;`2)? contains C1 as a subspace, then Bc(`2; `2)? contains
the preannihilator S, i.e., the following expression for the annihilator of J, J?, is deduced
J
? := Bc(`
2; `
2)
? = S ©1
³
K \ Bc(`
2; `
2)
´?
(22)
A deep result in [3] asserts that if a linear functional Φ belongs to the annihilator Bc(`2; `2)?
and Φ decomposes as Φ = Φo + ΦT, where Φo 2
³
K \ Bc(`2; `2)
´?
and ΦT 2 S. Then Φo 2
Bc(`2; `2)? and ΦT 2 Bc(`2; `2)? as well. We have then the following result [28]
min
Q2Bc(`2; `2)
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qk = max
Φo 2 (K \ Bc)?
T 2 S;
kΦok + kTk1 · 1
jΦo(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci) + tr(TT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)j (23)
11If Φopt = Φopt;o + ΦTopt achieves the maximum in the RHS of (23), and Qo the minimum on the
LHS, then the alignment condition in the dual is given by
jΦopt;o(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci) + tr(ToptT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)j = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok (kΦopt;ok + kToptk1) (24)
If we further assume that (A2): T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci is a compact operator. This is the case, for example, if
T1 is compact, then Φopt;o(T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci) = 0 and the maximum in (23) is achieved on S, that is the
supremum in (18) becomes a maximum. Compact operators include, for example, systems with
impulse responses that have measurable and square integrable kernels.
It is instructive to note that in the linear time-invariant (LTI) case assumption (A2) is the analogue
of the assumption that T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci is the sum of two parts, one part continuous on the unit circle and
the other in H1, in which case the optimum is allpass [21, 17]. By analogy with the LTI case we
would like to ﬁnd the allpass equivalent for the optimum in the linear time varying case. This may
be formulated by noting that ﬂatness or allpass condition in the LTI case means that the modulus
of the optimum j(T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)(eiµ)j is constant at almost all frequencies (equal to ¹). In terms
of operator theory, the optimum viewed as a multiplication operator acting on L2 or H2, changes
the norm of any function in L2 or H2 by multiplying it by a constant (=¹). In other terms allpass
property for the LTI case is equivalent to
(T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)(eiµ)
¹
(25)
as a multiplication operator on L2 or H2 be an isometry. That is, the operator achieves its norm at
every f 2 L2 of unit L2-norm. This interpretation is carried out to the LTV case in the following
Theorem, which part of it ﬁrst appeared in [28] without a proof. In fact, the optimal cost (3) is
shown to be a partial isometry (see, for e.g., [6] for the deﬁnition.)
Theorem 2 Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) there exists at least one optimal linear time varying
Qo 2 Bc(`2; `2) that satisﬁes
12i) the duality expression
¹ = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qokjtr(ToT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)j = max
n
k(I ¡ Qn)T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciQnk (26)
where To is some operator in S, and kTok1 = 1.
ii) and if kT ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qok > 0, the allpass condition
T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo
kT ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qok
(27)
is a partial isometry holds. That is, the optimum is an isometry on the range space of the
operator To in i). This is the time-varying counterpart of the same notion known to hold in
the H1 context.
Proof. i) Identity (26) is implied by the previous argument that the sup. in (18) is achieved by
some To in S with trace-class norm equal to 1. Combining this result with Corollary 16.8 in [3] (see
also [1]), which asserts that
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok = sup
n
k(I ¡ Qn)T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciQnk (28)
shows in fact that the supremum w.r.t. n is achieved proving that (26) holds.
ii) The operator T ?
oT is self-adjoint and compact, and therefore admits a spectral representation
T ?
oT =
P
j ¸jÁ­Á, where fÁjg form an orthonormal basis for `2 consisting of eigenvectors of T ?
oTo,
and ¸j are its necessarily positive real eigenvalues [13]. It follows that
X
j
< T
?
oToÁj;Áj >= tr(T
?
oTo)
1
2 =
X
j
¸j = kTok1 (29)
Consider the set fÁjg for which T ?
oToÁj = ¸jÁj 6= 0. Let the polar decomposition of To be To =
U(T ?
oTo)
1
2, where U is an isometry on the set fÁjg, and (T ?
oTo)
1
2 the ”square root” of T ?
oTo. Now
p
¸j being the non-zero singular values of To, are also the eigenvectors of (T ?
oTo)
1
2. It follows that
13for ¸j 6= 0, we have
1
p
¸j
ToÁj =
1
p
¸j
U(T
?
oTo)
1
2Áj =
1
p
¸j
U
p
¸jÁj = UÁj (30)
so fUÁjg is an orthonormal set which spans the range of To. Call Ãj := UÁj, then To can be written
as To =
P
j ¸jÁj ­ Ãj and
kTok1 =
X
j
¸j = 1
¹ =
¯
¯
¯tr
³
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)To
´¯
¯
¯
=
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
X
j
¸j < Áj;(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãj >
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
·
X
j
¸jkÁjk2k(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãjk2
·
X
j
¸jkT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ QokkÃjk2
·
X
j
¸jkT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok
· kTok1kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok
= ¹
hence equality must hold throughout yielding that,
k(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãjk2 = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ QokkÃjk2 (31)
for each Ãj, that is, T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo attains its norm on each Ãj, it must then attain its norm
everywhere on the span of fÃjg, so that
T?
2iT1T?
3ci¡Qo
kT?
2iT1T?
3ci¡Qok is an isometry on the range of To.
Identity (27) represents the allpass condition in the time-varying case, since it corresponds to the
allpass or ﬂatness condition in the time-invariant case for the standard optimal H1 problem. In
the next section, we show that the search over Q can be restricted to compact operators. This is
achieved by introducing a Banach space notion known as M-ideals [3].
145 M-Ideals and Compact Youla TV Parameters
Following [3] we say that a closed subspace M of a Banach space B is an M-ideal if there exists a
linear projection Π : B? ¡! M? of the dual space of B, B? onto the annihilator of M, M? in B?,
such that for all b? 2 B?, we have
kb
?k = kΠb
?k + kb
? ¡ Πb
?k (32)
In this case M? is called an L-summand of B?. The range N of (I¡Π) is a complementary subspace
of M?, and B? = M? ©1 N. A basic property of M-ideals is that they are proximinal, that is, for
every b 2 B, there is an mo in M such that infm2M kb ¡ mk = kb ¡ mok. Under assumption (A2)
we generalize Lemma 1.6. in [29] which holds in the H1 context to LTV systems, i.e., the space
Bc(`2;`2). Recall that Lemma 1.6 states that if f is a function continuous on the unit circle, i.e.,
f 2 C, then
inf
g2H1 kf ¡ gk1 = inf
g2A
kf ¡ gk1 (33)
where A is the disk algebra, i.e., the space of analytic and continuous function on the unit disk
A = H1\C. That is it suﬃces to restrict the search to functions in A. To generalize (65) to causal
LTV systems put B := K, M := Bc(`2;`2), and show that for b 2 K we have
inf
m2Bc(`2;`2)
kb ¡ mk = inf
m2Bc(`2;`2)\K
kb ¡ mk (34)
By Theorem 3.11 in [3], Bc(`2;`2)\K is weak? dense in Bc(`2;`2). By Theorem 11.6 and Corollary
11.7 in [3], Bc(`2;`2) \ K, is an M-ideal in Bc(`2;`2), and the quotient map q1 of
Bc(`
2;`
2)=
¡
Bc(`
2;`
2) \ K
¢
(35)
onto
Bc(`
2;`
2) + K=Bc(`
2;`
2) (36)
15is isometric. Likewise, the quotient map q2 of K=
¡
Bc(`2;`2) \ K
¢
onto Bc(`2;`2) + K=Bc(`2;`2) is
isometric. And the identity (34) holds. In our case under assumption (A2) b = T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci 2 K, and
m = Q yields
inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qk = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)\K
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qk = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok
for some optimal Qo 2 Bc(`2;`2) \ K. That is under (A2) the optimal Q is compact, and thus it
suﬃces to restrict the search in (37) to causal and compact parameters Q.
6 On the Uniqueness of the Optimal TV Controller
In the H1 framework, the optimal controller is unique basically when the plant is represented by
a transfer function continuous on the unit circle [44]. An analogous result is derived in this section
under assumptions (A1) and (A2). We prove that the optimal TV controller is essentially unique.
Since there is an on-to-one onto correspondence between optimal controllers and Youla parameters,
it suﬃces to show that the latter is essentially unique. Suppose by way of contradiction that there
are two optimal compact Youla parameters Q1 and Q2 such that
¹ = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Q1k = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Q2k (37)
and T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci¡Q1 and T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci¡Q1 are both isometries on the range of To, where To is the optimal
dual operator in Theorem 2. Moreover, any convex combination of Q1 and Q2 is also optimal since
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci + ¸Q1 + (1 ¡ ¸)Q2k ¸ ¹; 8¸ 2 (0; 1) (38)
and
k¸(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci) + (1 ¡ ¸)(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci) + ¸Q1 + (1 ¡ ¸)Q2k
· ¸kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Q1k + (1 ¡ ¸)kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Q2k = ¹ (39)
16implying that
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci + ¸Q1 + (1 ¡ ¸)Q2k = ¹; 8¸ 2 [0; 1] (40)
In particular for Q? =
Q1+Q2
2 , let Γ := T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Q?, and note that
kΓk =
°
°
°
°Γ §
Q1 ¡ Q2
2
°
°
°
° = ¹ (41)
By the parallelogram law we have for all x 2 `2,
°
°
°
°
µ
Γ ¡
Q1 ¡ Q2
2
¶
Tox
°
°
°
°
2
2
+
°
°
°
°
µ
Γ +
Q1 ¡ Q2
2
¶
Tox
°
°
°
°
2
2
= 2kΓ(Tox)k
2
2 + 2
°
°
°
°
Q1 ¡ Q2
2
(Tox)
°
°
°
°
2
2
(42)
Since each of the operators Γ and Γ §
Q1¡Q2
2 is an isometry on the range of To, we have
°
°
°
°
µ
Γ §
Q1 ¡ Q2
2
¶
Tox
°
°
°
°
2
= kΓToxk2 = kToxk2
which implies that
°
°Q1¡Q2
2 (Tox)
°
° = 0, 8x 2 `2, that is, Q1 ´ Q2 on the range of To, that is, we
have necessarily Q1 ´ Q2, showing uniqueness on the range of To.
Next, we show that the operator To in the dual maximization is unique. To see this, again suppose
that there exists another operator T 0
o such that
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok = tr
³
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)To
´
(43)
= tr
³
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
o
´
(44)
By the proof of Theorem 2 there exist orthonormal sequences fÁig and fÃjg such that
To =
X
j
¸jÁj ­ Ãj; kTok1 =
X
j
¸j = 1: (45)
17Moreover since
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)To =
X
j
¸jÃ ­ (T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãj (46)
we have then
tr
³
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)To
´
=
X
j
¸j < Áj;(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãj > (47)
and
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok = ¹
yields
< Áj;(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãj >= ¹; 8j
that is,
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)Ãj = ¹Áj; 8j
The latter shows that
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)To =
¡
T
?
oTo
¢ 1
2 (48)
Similarly,
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
o =
¡
T
0?
o T
0
o
¢ 1
2 (49)
Now suppose that R := To ¡ T 0
o 6= 0, R 2 S, i.e. R is strictly causal, then
kTok1 = kR + T
0
ok1 = kT
0
ok1 = 1 (50)
18and
tr
¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)(T
0
o + R)
¢
= tr
¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
o
¢
(51)
Therefore,
kT
0
ok1¹ = kT
0
o + Rk1¹ = tr
¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
o
¢
(52)
and then
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)R = (T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)(T
0
o + R) ¡ (T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
o (53)
=
¡
(T
0
o + R)
?(T
0
o + R)
¢ 1
2¡
¡
T
0
oT
0
o
¢ 1
2 (54)
showing that (T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)R is self-adjoint. But (T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)R is strictly-causal, that is,
belongs to S, likewise for its adjoint
¡
(T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)R
¢? 2 S. This implies that
¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)R
¢?¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)R
¢
2 S (55)
Since Bc(`2;`2) is the annihilator of S it follows that
tr
³¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)R
¢?¡
(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)R
¢´
= 0 (56)
Thus, (T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo)R = 0, and from (54) we have
¡
(T
0
o + R)
?(T
0
o + R)
¢ 1
2=
¡
T
0
oT
0
o
¢ 1
2 (57)
Since T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci ¡ Qo is an isometry on the ranges of T 0
o and To = T 0
o + R, we have for every x 2 `2,
k(T
0
o + R)xk2 = k(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)(T
0
o + R)xk2 (58)
= k(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qo)T
0
oxk2 = kT
0
oxk2 (59)
19In the same manner, we get k(T 0
o ¡ R)xk2 = kT 0
oxk2. Next, apply the parallelogram law to get the
equality
k(T
0
o + R)xk
2
2 + k(T
0
o ¡ R)xk
2
2 = 2kT
0
oxk
2
2 + 2kRxk
2
2 (60)
from which we deduce thatkRxk2 = 0 for all x 2 `2, that is, we must have R ´ 0 and then To ´ T 0
o,
showing uniqueness of To.
In the next section, we relate our problem to an LTV operator analogous to the Hankel operator,
which is known to solve the standard optimal H1 problem in the LTI case [21, 42]. Several properties
of the LTI Hankel operator are shown to hold for LTV case in the nest algebra framework.
7 Triangular Projections and Hankel Forms
Let C2 denote the class of compact operators on `2 called the Hilbert-Schmidt or Schatten 2-class
[13, 3] under the norm,
kAk2 :=
³
tr(A
?A)
´1
2
(61)
Deﬁne the space
A2 := C2 \ Bc(`
2;`
2) (62)
then A2 is the space of causal Hilbert-Schmidt operators. This space plays the role of the standard
Hardy space H2 in the standard H1 theory. Deﬁne the orthogonal projection P of C2 onto A2. P
is the lower triangular truncation, and is analogous to the standard positive Riesz projection (for
functions on the unit circle) for the LTI case.
Following [27] an operator X in B(`2;`2) determines a Hankel operator HX on A2 if
HXA = (I ¡ P)XA; for A 2 A2 (63)
20In the sequel we show that ¹ is equal to the norm of a particular LTV Hankel operator, thus
generalizing a similar result in the LTI setting. To this end, we need ﬁrst to characterize all atoms,
denoted ∆n, of Bc(`2;`2) as ∆n := Qn+1 ¡ Qn; n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢. Write C+ for the set of operators
A 2 Bc(`2;`2) for which ∆nA∆n = 0; n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢ and let
C
+
2 := C2 \ C
+ (64)
In [27, 26] it is shown that any operator A in Bc(`2;`2) \ C1 admits a Riesz factorization, that is,
there exist operators A1 and A2 in A2 such that A factorizes as
A = A1 A2 (65)
and kAk1 = kA1k2 kA2k2 (66)
This factorization corresponds to the factorization of functions in the Hardy space H1 as products
of two functions in H2 such that (66) holds. A Hankel form [¢ ; ¢]B associated to a bounded linear
operator B 2 B(`2; `2) is deﬁned by [27, 26]
[A1; A2]B = tr(A1BA2) (67)
Since any operator in the preannihilator S belongs also to Bc(`2;`2)\C1, then any A 2 S factorizes
as in (65). And if kAk1 · 1, as on the LHS of (18), A 2 S, the operators A1 and A2 both in A2
can be chosen such that kA1k2 · 1, kA2k2 · 1, and for all atoms
∆n := Qn+1 ¡ Qn;∆nA1∆n = 0; n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢ (68)
that is, A1 2 C
+
2 [26].
Now write P+ for the orthogonal projection with range the subspace of operators T in A2 such that
∆nT∆n = 0, n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢.
Introducing the notation (B1;B2) = tr(B?
2 B1), and the Hankel form associated to B := T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci,
21we have by a result in [26],
[A1;A2]B = tr(BA2A1) = (A1;(BA2)
?) = (P+ A1;(BA2)
?) = (A1;P+(BA2)
?) = (A1;H
?
BA2) (69)
where HB is the Hankel operator (I ¡ P)BP associated with B := T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci. The Hankel operator
HB belongs to the Banach space of bounded linear operators on C2, namely, B(A2;A2). Furthermore,
we have
kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik = sup
kA2k2·1;A22C2
kHBA2k2 (70)
= sup
kA2k2 · 1;A2 2 C2
kA1k2 · 1;A1 2 C
+
2
(A1;H
?
BA2) (71)
We have then the following Theorem which relates the optimal performance ¹ to the induced norm
of the Hankel operator HT?
2iT1T?
3ci. The Theorem was announced in [28] without a proof.
Theorem 3 Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) the following hold:
¹ = kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik (72)
= k(I ¡ P)T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciPk (73)
Proof. Since by the previous discussion any operator T 2 S can be factored as T = A1A2, where
A1 2 C
+
2 , A2 2 A2, kA1k2 = kA2k2 · 1, and kTk1 = kA1k2 kA2k2, the duality identity (18) yields
¹ = sup
T2S; kTk1·1
jtr(TT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)j = sup
kA2k2 · 1;A2 2 A2
kA1k2 · 1;A1 2 C
+
2
jtr(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA2A1)j
= kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik; by (71)
By Theorem 2.1. [26] the Hankel operator is a compact operator if and only if B belongs to the space
Bc(`2;`2)+K. It follows in our case that under assumption (A2) HT?
2iT1T?
3ci is a compact operator on
22A2. A basic property of compact operators on Hilbert spaces is that they have maximizing vectors,
that is, there exists an A 2 A2, kAk2 = 1 such that
kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik = kHT?
2iT1T?
3ciAk2
that is, a A achieves the norm of HT?
2iT1T?
3ci. We can then deduce from (18) an expression for the
optimal TV Youla parameter Qo as follows
kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik = kHT?
2iT1T?
3ciAk2 = kHT?
2iT1T?
3ci¡QoAk2 = k
¡
I ¡ P
¢¡
T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoA
¢
k2
· kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoAk2 · kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ QokkAk2 · kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ Qok = kHT?
2iT1T?
3cik
All terms must be equal, and then
k
¡
I ¡ P
¢¡
T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoA
¢
k2 = kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoAk2 (74)
Since
T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoA =
¡
I ¡ P
¢¡
T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoA
¢
+P
¡
T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ QoA
¢
and P
¡
T ?
2iT1T ?
3ciA¡QoA
¢
= 0 the TV optimal Qo can then be computed from the following operator
identity
QoA = T
?
2iT1T
?
3ciA ¡ HT?
2iT1T?
3ciA (75)
The upshot of these methods is that they lead to the computation of ¹ within desired tolerances
by solving two ﬁnite dimensional convex optimizations.
8 Numerical Computation of the Optimal Solution
In this section we discuss a numerical solution based on duality theory. If fen : n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢g is
the standard orthonormal basis in `2, then Qn`2 is the linear span of fek : k = n+1;n+2;¢¢¢g. The
23matrix representation of A 2 Bc(`2;`2) w.r.t. this basis is lower triangular. Note Pn = I¡Qn ¡! I
as n ¡! 1 in the strong operator topology (SOT). If we restrict the minimization in (18) over
Q 2 Bc(`2;`2) to the span of fen : n = 0;1;2;¢¢¢ ;Ng, that is, PN`2 =: `2
N, this yields a ﬁnite
dimensional convex optimization problem in lower triangular matrices QN of dimension N, that is,
QN =
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@
Q11 0 0 ¢¢¢ ¢¢¢
Q21 Q22 0 ¢¢¢ ¢¢¢
. . .
. . . ... ¢¢¢ ¢¢¢
QN1 QN2 QN3 ¢¢¢ QNN
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
(76)
and the optimization
¹N := inf
QN2Bc(PN`2;PN`2)
kT
?
2iT1T
?
3ci ¡ QNk (77)
where
T?
2iT1T?
3ci ¡ QN =
0
B B B B
B B B B B B B B B B B B
B B
@
T11 ¡ Q11 T12 T13 ¢¢¢ T1N T1(N+1) ¢¢¢
T21 ¡ Q21 T22 ¡ Q22 T23 ¢¢¢ T2N T2(N+1) ¢¢¢
T31 ¡ Q31 T32 ¡ Q32 T33 ¡ Q33 ¢¢¢ T3N T3(N+1) ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
TN1 ¡ QN1 TN2 ¡ QN2 TN3 ¡ QN3 ¢¢¢ TNN ¡ QNN TN(N+1) ¢¢¢
T(N+1)1 T(N+1)2 T(N+1)3 ¢¢¢ T(N+1)N T(N+1)(N+1) ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
1
C C C C
C C C C C C C C C C C C
C C
A
(78)
where Tij are ﬁxed and correspond to the entries of T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci, and Qij are variable. The optimization
¹N overestimates ¹, but ¹N # ¹, and results in upper bounds and suboptimal TV parameters QN;o
and control laws, since Q is restricted to a proper subspace of Bc(`2;`2). By Arveson distance
formula [1] the minimization (77) is equal to
¹N = max
1·n·N
k(I ¡ Qn)(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)Qnk (79)
24The degree of suboptimality can be computed explicitly as follows: Applying the same argument
to the dual optimization on the RHS of (18), by restricting S to the ﬁnite dimensional subspace
SN := fTN 2 C1(PN`
2;PN`
2) : (I ¡ Qn)TNQn+1 = 0; for all 0 · n · N ¡ 1g (80)
In fact, with respect to the canonical basis fei ; i = 0;1;¢¢¢g for PN`2 the subspace SN is nothing
but the space of N £ N strictly lower triangular matrices.
The dual optimization becomes
¹
0
N := sup
TN2SN; kTNk1·1
jtr(TN(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)jNj (81)
where (T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci)jN is the restriction of the operator T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci to PN`2. The supremum in (81) is in
fact a maximum, since (81) is a maximization of a continuous linear functional over a compact set.
The optimization (81) is a ﬁnite variable constrained convex optimization in the (strictly lowers
entries of TN), which yields lower bounds for ¹ since the dual optimization involves a supremum
rather than an inﬁmum, i.e., ¹0
N " ¹, and suboptimal TN;o.
The optimization problem (81) is in fact a semi-deﬁnite programming problem (SDP) since kTNk1 ·
1 if and only if there exist matrices Y;Z 2 RN£N such that [38, 39]
0
B
@
Y TN
T T
N Z
1
C
A ¸ 0; trY + trZ · 2 (82)
The optimization (81) becomes then
supremum tr(TN(T
?
2iT1T
?
3ci)jN) (83)
subject to (82)
PnTN(I ¡ Pn+1) T 0; n = 0;1;¢¢¢ ;N ¡ 1
25where Pn is the N £ N truncation matrix having as its ﬁrst n columns the standards basis vectors
feig, i = 1;2;¢¢¢ ;n and the remaining columns as N £ 1 zero vectors, that is,
Pn = (e1;e2;¢¢¢ ;en;0;¢¢¢ ;0)
Under assumption (A2) T ?
2iT1T ?
3ci and the optimal Qo are compact, and by a compactness argument
we have that QN;o ¡! Qo in the operator topology, i.e., kQo ¡ QN;ok ¡! 0 as N ¡! 1. Likewise
TN;o ¡! To as N ¡! 0 in the trace class topology. Since PN ¡! I as N ¡! 1 in the SOT. It is
straightforward to show that these upper and lower bounds ¹N and ¹0
N converge to the optimum ¹ as
N ¡! 1. These optimizations estimate ¹ within known tolerance and compute the corresponding
LTV operators QN, which in turn allow the computation of LTV controllers K through the Youla
parametrization. Solving such problems are then applications of ﬁnite variable convex programming
techniques. For periodic systems [36], say of period q, it suﬃces to take the ﬁrst q vectors feng
q
n=1
of the standard basis, i.e., N = q. In this case and for ﬁnite horizon problems the ﬁnite dimensional
convex optimizations yield exactly the optimal corresponding TV Youla parameter Qo and hence
the optimal TV controller.
9 The Mixed Sensitivity Problem for LTV Systems
The mixed sensitivity problem for stable plants [40, 42] involves the sensitivity operator T1 := 0
B
@
W
0
1
C
A, the complementary sensitivity operator T2 =
0
B
@
W
V
1
C
AP 2 and T3 := I which are all
assumed to belong to Bc(`2;`2 £ `2), and is given by the optimization
¹o = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
0
B
@
W
0
1
C
A ¡
0
B
@
W
V
1
C
APQ
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
(84)
where k ¢ k stands for the operator norm in B(`2; `2 £ `2) given by
kBk = sup
kxk2·1; x2`2
³
kB1xk
2
2 + kB2xk
2
2
´ 1
2
; B =
0
B
@
B1
B2
1
C
A (85)
26The optimization problem (84) can be expressed as a distance problem from the operator T1 to the
subspace S = T2P Bc(`2;`2) of B(`2; `2 £ `2).
To ensure closedness of S, we assume that W ?W + V ?V > 0, i.e., W ?W + V ?V as an operator
acting on `2 is a positive operator. Then there exists an outer spectral factorization Λ1 2 Bc(`2;`2),
invertible in Bc(`2;`2) such that Λ?
1Λ1 = W ?W + V ?V [1, 10]. Consequently, Λ1P as a bounded
linear operator in Bc(`2;`2) has an inner-outer factorization U1G, where U1 is inner and G an outer
operator deﬁned on `2 [3].
Next we assume (A3) G is invertible, so U1 is unitary, and the operator G and its inverse G¡1 2
Bc(`2;`2). (A3) is satisﬁed when, for e.g., the outer factor of the plant is invertible. Let R =
T2Λ
¡1
1 U1, assumption (A3) implies that the operator R?R 2 B(`2;`2) has a bounded inverse, this
ensures closedness of S. According to Arveson (Corollary 2, [1]), the self-adjoint operator R?R has
a spectral factorization of the form: R?R = Λ?Λ, where Λ; Λ¡1 2 Bc(`2;`2). Deﬁne R2 = RΛ¡1,
then R?
2R2 = I, and S has the equivalent representation, S = R2Bc(`2;`2). After ”absorbing” Λ
into the free parameter Q, the optimization problem (84) is then equivalent to:
¹o = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT1 ¡ R2Qk (86)
To solve the TV optimization (86) it suﬃces to apply the duality results of section 3. The latter
yields the predual space of B(`2; `2 £ `2) under trace duality, as the Banach space isometrically
isomorphic to
C1 :=
8
> <
> :
B =
0
B
@
B1
B2
1
C
A : Bi 2 C1
9
> =
> ;
(87)
under the norm
kBk
2
11 := tr(B
?
1B1 + B
?
2B2)
1
2 (88)
The preannihilator ?S of S is characterized in the following Lemma.
27Lemma 2 The preannihilator ?S can be computed as
?S = R2S © (I ¡ R2R
?
2)C1 (89)
where © denotes the direct sum of two subspaces.
Proof. To show (89) notice that tr(Φ?T) = 0, 8T in ?S for Φ 2 B(`2; `2 £ `2), is equivalent to
Φ?(I ¡ RR?) = 0 and Φ?R = A? for some A 2 Bc(`2;`2). This implies that Φ? = A?R?. By taking
the adjoints we get Φ = R2A 2 S.
The following lemma is a consequence of (11).
Lemma 3 Under assumption (A3) there exists at least one optimal TV operator Qo 2 Bc(`2;`2)
s.t.
¹o = kT1 ¡ R2Qok = sup
s2?S;ksk11·1
jtrT
?
1sj (90)
Note that Lemma yields 3 not only shows existence of an optimal TV controller K through the
Youla parameter Qo under assumption (A3), but also leads to two dual ﬁnite variable convex
programming problems using the same argument as in section 8, which solutions yield the optimal
Qo within desired tolerance. A TV allpass property holds also for the TV mixed sensitivity problem
under the assumption that T1 is a compact operator in Bc(`2;`2 £ `2) and ¹o > ¹oo, where ¹oo :=
infQ2K kT1 ¡ R2Qk, i.e., when the causality condition of Q is removed. This generalizes the allpass
property of section 4 and is summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4 If T1 is a compact operator and ¹o > ¹oo then the optimal mixed sensitivity operator
T1¡R2Qo
¹o is a partial isometry from `2 onto `2 £ `2. The condition ¹o > ¹oo is sharp, in the sense
that if it does not hold there exists T1 and R2 such that the optimum is not allpass.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 by working in the pedual maximization.
The details are omitted. If ¹o > ¹oo does not hold, take for example V = 1 and W = 1¡z
2 , in which
case Qo = 0 showing that the optimum is not allpass.
28Lemma 4 is the TV version of the same notion known to hold in the LTI case as shown earlier
in [24] using broadband theory and [43].
Next we show that the mixed sensitivity optimization is equal to the norm of a certain TV Hankel-
Topelitz operator. In order to do this we use a standard trick in [10]. Since R2 =
0
B
@
R21
R22
1
C
A is an
isometry, so is U :=
0
B
@
R?
2
I ¡ R2R?
2
1
C
A. Thus,
¹o = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
°
°U
¡
T1 ¡ R2Q
¢°
°
= inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
0
B
B
B
B
@
R?
21W ¡ Q
(I ¡ R21R?
21)W
¡R22R?
21W
1
C
C
C
C
A
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
Call Ω :=
0
B
@
(I ¡ R21R?
21)W
¡R22R?
21W
1
C
A. By analogy with the TV Hankel operator deﬁned in section 7, we
deﬁne the TV Toeplitz operator TΩ?Ω associated to Ω?Ω as:
TΩ?ΩA = PΩ
?ΩA; for A 2 A2 (91)
The following Lemma generalizes an analogous result in the LTI case (see [41, 43]) and references
therein).
Theorem 4 Under assumption (A3) the following holds
¹
2
o = kH
?
R?
21WHR?
21W + TΩ?Ωk (92)
where HR21?W is the Hankel operator associated to R?
21W, i.e.,
HR?
21WA = (I ¡ P)R
?
21WA; for A 2 A2
29Proof. To prove (92) deﬁne the following operator:
Γ := ΠA2£A2ªR2A2
0
B
@
W
0
1
C
A (93)
where Π is the orthogonal projection from A2 £ A2 into the orthogonal complement of A2, A2 £
A2 ª R2A2. The orthogonal projection Π can be shown to be given explicitly by
Π = I ¡ R2PR
?
2 (94)
It follows from the Commutant Lifting Theorem that [41]
¹o = inf
Q2Bc(`2;`2)
kT1 ¡ R2Qk = kΓk (95)
Since U is an isometry and thus preserves norms, operator pre-composition with U and using the
explicit expression (94) of Π, straightforward computations show that
¹o =
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
0
B
@
HR?
21W
TΩ
1
C
A
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
(96)
and therefore (92) holds.
Theorem 4 generalizes the solution of the mixed sensitivity problem in terms of a mixed Hankel-
Toeplitz operator in the LTI case [24, 41, 43] to the TV case. This result also applies to solve the
robustness problem of feedback systems in the gap metric [34] in the TV case as outlined in [10, 32],
since the latter was shown in [10] to be equivalent to a special version of the mixed sensitivity
problem (84).
3010 Conclusion
The optimal disturbance rejection problem for LTV systems involves solving a shortest distance
minimization problem in the space of bounded linear operators. Dual and predual representations
show existence of optimal TV controllers through the Youla parametrization. Under certain ondi-
tions, the optimal solution is compact and satisﬁes a“time-varying” allpass or ﬂatness condition.
The proposed appproach leads “naturally” to a numerical solution based on ﬁnite variable convex
programming, which invloves solving a SDP problem for the predual and a search over lower trian-
gular matrices for the dual problem. Moreover, a solution based on a TV compact Hankel operator
is proposed. The latter leads to an operator identity for the optimal TV Youla parameter Qo. A
generalization to the mixed-sensivity problem is carried out that draws certain analogies with the
LTI case.
Future work includes investigation of the mumerical solutions by semi-deﬁne programming and
ﬁnding eﬃcceint algorithms to take advantage of the special structure (lower triangular) of Qo to
solve numerically the dual problem.
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